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T HE PLASMA vitamin B12 is abnormally high in chronic myelocytic

leukemia.’8 It is sometimes increased above normal in polycythemia

vera35 and myeloid metaplasia,35 but usually not as strikingly so. The plasma

vitamin B12 is normal in chronic lymphocytic leukemia,12’4’5’8 lymphoma,4’5’8

myeloma,3’4 and acute lymphoblastic leukemia.1’6 It is usually normal in un-

differentiated acute leukemia,2’5 but high levels have been reported.4 Many

patients with acute or subacute myeloblastic leukemia have a normal plasma

B12, but in some cases it is markedly elevated.3’6’8 It may be elevated in

DiGuglielmo’s syndrome.9 This abnormality of plasma vitamin B12 appears

to be found in the diseases often grouped as myeloproliferative disorders, but

not in other neoplasms of the blood forming organs. Not only is the plasma B12

high in chronic myelocytic leukemia, but the capacity of plasma to bind added

vitamin B12 is increased.2’57 This high binding capacity probably Is due to an

increase in the normal B12 binding protein.10’� The exact nature of this pro-

tein is unknown, but it is in the seromucoid fraction of plasma protein.10’�

Four groups12�5 have further studied the problem by determining the rate

of plasma disappearance of a small intravenous dose of radioactive vitamin

B12. Although the dose ranged from 0.5 to 4.0 ttg., all four groups demon.

strated a distinct slowing of the disappearance of the B12 from the plasma

in chronic myelocytic leukemia. Miller et al.13 also found some slowing of

disappearance in two patients with myeloid metaplasia, while a patient with

chronic lymphocytic leukemia had a normal disappearance curve. Weinstein

and Watkin16 found slowing of plasma disappearance in chronic myelocytic

leukemia and myeloid metaplasia after 0.5 ttg. oral doses of radioactive B12.

The present study was designed to determine whether the abnormality of

plasma disappearance was common to all disorders of the myeloproliferative

group, and whether it occurred in other blood diseases where there is

hyperplasia or neoplasia of a particular cell series. In order to keep the

intravenous dose as close to a tracer dose as possible, the usual dose was 0.04-

0.05 �tg. The normal total plasma B12 in this laboratory is of the order of

400 ,�tg./ml. and thus this test dose would be about 3.5 per cent of the total

plasma content of a subject with a plasma volume of 2700 ml. Using the

minimum value for total B12 binding capacity of 650 1�tg./ml.,� a normal

subject could completely bind the test dose in approximately 160 ml. of

plasma.
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718 CHAItLES A. 1-J�LL

METHODS

The technics of administration of the dose, sampling, vitamin � ., assay, measurement of
radioactivity and calculation have been given in detail previously.’7 Deviations from fonner

technics are given below. The dose was injected rapidly in 5 ml. of saline. Co�7B12 as well

as Co#{176}8B1�,#{176}was used. The former was of lower specific activity but could he coqnted

more efficiently. One ml. in the small well crystal gave 1.6 x 10� c/rn/1tc, and 10 ml. in

the large well crystal gave 1 .2 x 10� c/in /1�c with backgrounds of 20-23 c/rn and 28-31

c/rn respectively. The plasma volume was measured by T-1824 in over two-thirds of the

cases. In the remainder, it was estimated by the formula:

Plaslilacrit X 76.5 rnl.� Kg. x body wt. ( Kg.)
Plasnla volume ( ml. ) = - _________------- -�---- - .--�- -

100
The control subjects were hospitalized patients who had recovered from their acute illness,

afl(l none had any (liscase known or thought likely to involve the intake or metabolism of

vitaiiiin B1�. The plasnia B1., was normal in each. Usually the dose of radioactive vitamin

B1� was 0.04-0.05 ,�g. A higher (lose was necessary in some studies, particularly those of

relative polycytheniia, because of a low specific activity of the isotope. Doses of 0.14-0.18

�tg. were used in a few patients with leukemia because the distribution of radioactivity was

to l)e followed by illCdfl5 of body counting. The Co58 samples were usually counted to an

accuracy of 4-7 per cent, but in some cases the accuracy was 7-10 per cent and in a few

instances over 10 per cent. Tile Co5� samples, about one-half of the total, were easily

cOuflte(i to less than 4.5 per cent and usually to 3 per cent or less.

RESULTS

The amounts of radioactivity remaining at various times in each case are

given in table 1. Initially sampling was at 5, 15, 30, 60 minutes and 6 and

24 hours. Later the schedule was changed to 5, 25, 55, 90 minutes and 6 and

24 hours. When the latter was used, the 15, 30 and 60 minute points on table

1 were found by interpolation. The normal disappearance curve of this small

dose was described previously,17 and for present purposes it is sufficient to

note that at one hour only 20 per cent or less of the radioactivity remained

and at 24 hours usually less than 10 per cent.

Two abnormalities were seen in the patients with disease. The first w�s a

slowing of plasma disappearance as illustrated in figure 1. This was foun4 in

some but not all patients with polycythemia vera, chronic myelocytic �eu-

kemia, myeloid metaplasia, acute myeloblastic leukemia and stem cell len-

kemia. Normal disappearance was found in secondary polycythemia, relative

polycythemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia and chronic lymphocvtic leu-

kemia. The results were borderline in the patient with thrombocythemia and

in the patient with leukemoid reaction. The latter was difficult to classify. He

had Hodgkin’s disease with hypersplenism. The bone marrow was hyper-

cellular and immature, and there were myeloblasts in the peripheral blood.

Both Hodgkin’s disease and extramedullary hematopoiesis were found in the

spleen removed at splenectomy.

The second abnormality was a rise in plasma radioactivity at various times

after the initial fall. This phenomenon was seen in five patients, four with

polycythemia vera and one with myeloid metaplasia. The rise in plasma

#{176}Bothforms of labeled vitamin B12 were generously supplied by Dr. Nathaniel S. Ritter,
Merck Sharp and Dohrne Research Laboratories, Rahway, N. J.
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radioactivity is not always indicated in table 1 because it sometimes occurred

at times not given in the table or because the data in the table were taken

from the curve best fitting the experiment data. The phenomenon is illustrated

in figure 2, which clearly shows that the magnitude of fluctuations in plasma

activity was too great for it to be attributed to counting error. Moreover, the

samples of patient E. C. were counted twice with identical results. Patient

R. R. was studied twice at an interval of one year and using two different

cobalt isotopes of B12. The irregular disappearance curve was seen both times.

This abnormality was not found in the control subjects, in the lymphogenous

leukemias, in relative or secondary polycythemia or in eleven subjects with

liver disease not included in the present material.

The two abnormalities described could not be correlated with any other

parameter such as leukocyte count or hematocrit. They were more common

in subjects with a high plasma B12, hut some, such as W. S. and H. Q., had

a high B12 and a normal disappearance curve. Others, such as E. C. and F. NI.

had a normal plasma B12 but abnormal plasma disappearance. Plasma disap-

pearance abnormalities were greatest among untreated patients but were some-

times seen in those in remission.

DiscussioN

The previously described slow disappearance1215 of an intravenous dose

of vitamin B12 in chronic myelocytic leukemia was again found in the present

study. In addition, the same abnormality was seen in other disorders con-

sidered to be part of the myeloproliferative group. This is further evidence

of a relationship among the diseases of the group. A test based on the present

study might have some value in the separation of the types of leukemia and

of the types of polycythemia, but many more cases must be studied before

this could be attempted.

The re-entry of radioactivity into the plasma seen in the myeloproliferative

disorders has been commented on previously only in the preliminary report

of the present work18 and by Weinstein and Watkin.16 The latter used an

oral dose instead of intravenous, and they were examining later processes than

did the present study. However, it seems likely that both groups were ob-

serving the same fundamental abnormality. One should not conclude from

the present study that the re-entry never occurs in normal subjects or that

the true incidence in disease has been described. It was impossible to predict

when a rise in radioactivity would take place. The most intensive searches

and the best chances of detection of the rise were in patients with poly-

cythemia where the frequent removal of 30 ml. samples was possible. However,

the detection of the secondary rise in studies where sampling was routine

indicates that it is at least more common in the myeloproliferative disorders.

The present study is primarily descriptive and gives no clue to the nature

of the processes which were observed. Previously17 we suggested that the B12

disappearance curve in normal subjects represented distribution into a multi-

compartment closed system. In such a system there may be many simultaneous

processes moving B12 in and out of the sampled compartment, the plasma.

The plasma concentration of the tracer would reflect only the net change
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Fig. 1.-The plasma disappearance of an intravenous dose of 0.04 �g. of Co57
B12.

of these processes, and an entrance process would be unobserved if the sum

of the exit processes was greater. The rate of the initial rapid component of

the disappearance curve was similar both in control subjects and in patients.

This rapid loss of activity was halted sooner in the patients with myelopro-

liferative disease and was followed by a plateau, a rise, or a slow fall in

radioactivity. These events may reflect a process of entry into plasma which

is not present in normal subjects or is more active in myeloproliferative

disease than in the normal state.

One may properly ask if the delayed plasma B12 removal in myeloprolifera-

tive disorders is not simply an indirect measurement of the known increase

in plasma binding capacity. The in vitro plasma binding capacity as meas-

tired by current technics may or may not have any physiologic significance
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Fig. 2.-The plasma disappearance of 0.04-0.06 �tg. of intravenous Co3S B12.

The counting accuracy is indicated for each point on the curves.

but it has been used widely in the interpretation of the behavior of vitamin

B12 in the blood. If the fraction of an intravenous dose which remains in the

plasma is directly related to the unsaturated binding capacity and the dose,

the phenomenon of delayed disappearance in myeloproliferative disease

could be reproduced in normal subjects by sufficiently lowering the dose.

Such an experiment would be valid only if plasma binding capacities were

not exceeded. Previous studies17 showed that a dose of 0.008 i�tg. was removed

at approximately the same rate as one of 0.04 i�tg. Five cases from the present

study, selected to represent a wide range of binding capacities as measured

by the charcoal extraction technic, are listed in table 2. Even with the

greatest degree of retention, 94 per cent of the binding capacity remained

unsaturated, and the amount retained appeared to be quite unrelated to the

measured binding capacity. While the present study does not support the
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724 CHARLES A. HALL

Table 2.-Comparison of B14 Retained in Plasma and the Total
Plasma Binding Capacity

Subject

Total plasma
oinding rapacity

�tg.’

Retained in plasma
�g. x 1O-�

5 mm. 24 hr.

Per cent binding
capacity utilized

5 mm. 24 hr.

L.S. 1.1 1.8 0.34 1.6 0.3

P. B. 2.2 12.0 4.8 5.5 2.2

J. H. 3.3 2.2 1.2 0.6 0.4

R. S. 3.5 4.9 2.6 1.4 0.7

W.S. 4.1 6.1 1.5 1.5 0.4

0 Plasma volume ( ml. ) x unsaturated binding capacity as measured by charcoal extrac-

tion nethod ( �g./ml.).

theory that the plasma disappearance abnormalities of myeloproliferative dis-

orders are produced by the increase in binding capacity, there is direct support

for this theory. Brody et al.14 showed that vitamin B12 mixed with serum from

a patient with chronic myelogenous leukemia was removed at a slower than

normal rate when given to a subject with an expected normal disappearance

rate. Ritz and Meyer’5 demonstrated that the abnormal disappearance rate

in chronic myelogenous leukemia could be returned to normal by giving

large amounts of nonradioactive vitamin B12 prior to the study. The differences

in the results and their interpretation among the various groups studying the

problem simply points out our ignorance of the series of events which follow

the injection of vitamin B12.

Su��iw

1. The plasma disappearance of a small intravenous dose of radioactive

vitamin B12 was determined in control subjects and in patients with various

blood disorders.

2. A delayed, sometimes irregular, disappearance was observed in the

majority of patients with acute and chronic myelogenous leukemia, myeloid

metaplasia, and polycythemia vera.

3. Disappearance was normal in the lymphogenous leukemias, secondary

polycythemia and relative polycythemia.

4. The abnormalities observed are believed to indicate an abnormality of

vitamin B12 metabolism common to the diseases of the myeloproliferative

group and are further evidence of the close relationship between these

diseases.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

1. Le disparition ab le plasma de un micre dose intravenose de vitamina B12

radioactive esseva determinate in subjectos de controlo e in patientes con vane

disordines del sanguine.

2. Esseva observate tin dispanition retardate, a vices irregular, in le majonitate

del patientes con acute e chronic leucemia myelogene, con metaplasia myeloide,

e con polycythemia yen.
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PLASMA DISAPPEARANCE OF RADIOACTIVE VITAMIN B12 725

3. Le dispanition esseva normal in casos de leucemia lymphogene, de poly-

cythemia secundani, e de polycythemia relative.

4. Es opinate que le anormalitates observate reflecte un anormalitate in le

metabolismo de vitamina B12 le qual es commun al disordines del gruppo myclo-

proliferative e le qua! corrobora pen consequente le concepto de un intime

relation inter iste disordines.
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